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I
t is without doubt that the develop-
ments and advancements over the last
two decades in the discovery and appli-

cation of carbon structures at the nano-

scale have captivated the imagination of

scientists and engineers. This was triggered

by the discovery of buckminster fullerenes

by H. Kroto, R.E. Smalley, and R.F. Curl,1 in

which carbon hexagon and pentagon struc-

tures formed a round structure much like a

football. This prompted various advances in

their synthesis, which ultimately led to

Iijima presenting beautiful transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) images of multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs)2 and

their revelation as concentric tubes of rolled

up graphite with enormous mechanical

strength. This was followed with the discov-

ery of carbon nanotubes with one wall,

aptly called single-walled carbon nano-

tubes (SWNTs).3,4 SWNTs have rather spe-

cial properties in that, depending on how

the graphene (single layer of graphite)

forming them is rolled up, it can be either

metallic or semiconducting.5 They show

considerable promise as components in

molecular electronics,6 and huge resources
are being ploughed into their development.
Recently though, graphene (single layer
graphite) has emerged as the new star.7

The two-dimensional material is stable un-
der ambient conditions and is in many ways
a competitor to SWNTs. This is because
SWNTs are essentially graphene ribbons
rolled into a cylindrical shape, and their
properties are due to the confinement of
electrons. The width of a graphene ribbon
confines the electrons in a similar manner
controlling the materials’ band gap. Thus,
the promise of carbon-based nanoelectron-
ics now includes graphene.

A stumbling block for carbon nano-
tubes has been their controlled synthesis
in terms of their diameter and chirality since
this determines their band gap. This same
handling restriction will also apply to
graphene, at least to some degree. Hence,
if carbon nanostructures are to truly realize
their potential in molecular electronics, a
clear understanding of the mechanisms in-
volved in their synthesis at an atomic scale
is required.

By far, most successful routes for car-
bon nanotube synthesis use metal catalyst
particles for their formation and some even
argue, albeit falsely, that carbon nanotubes
can only be synthesized with metal cata-
lysts, despite Iijima’s2 initial work synthesiz-
ing MWNTs without the aid of catalyst par-
ticles. This belief arose due to the discovery
of SWNTs occurring through the use of
metal catalysts.3,4 MWNTs can also be
formed with metal catalysts. Further, the
use of metal catalysts could be applied over
a variety of synthesis routes including arc-
discharge, laser evaporation, high pressure
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ABSTRACT Using thermal CVD, the synthesis of multi-walled carbon nanotubes exhibiting roots anchored

directly onto �-alumina supports, rather than the catalyst particle, is reported. At such roots, the alignment of

the graphitic planes with the support lattice fringes depends on the support crystal structure and orientation.

Surface defects may alter the reactivity of the surface or control the anchoring of supported atoms or nanoparticles.

We argue this surface defect is provided by the catalyst particle’s edge interaction with the support, in other

words its circumference. The development of oxide-based catalysts is attractive in that they potentially provide

an appropriate solution to directly integrate the synthesis of carbon nanotubes and graphene into silicon-based

technology.
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carbon monoxide process (HiPCO), and chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). The simplicity and eco-
nomic efficiency of metal-catalyzed CVD nanotube
growth, which can be accomplished both in float-
ing catalyst8 and in supported catalyst configura-
tions,9 have led to catalytic CVD establishing itself
as the synthesis route of choice. Hence studies on
the growth of carbon nanotubes focus almost ex-
clusively on the catalyst particle where it is argued
its role is to provide the initial embryonic cap of a
tube (nucleation), continually supply carbon to the
root end (growth), and in CVD, it is also supposed to
catalytically decompose the carbon feedstock (usu-
ally a hydrocarbon).

Despite disparate studies and many advances, there
remain many unclear issues and contradictions, not
least the (contentious) requirement of a metal catalyst
particle. Initially, it was argued that only transition met-
als could be used (e.g., Fe, Ni, Co, Pt); however, various
studies over the past few years show that a whole host
of atypical metals such as Cu, In, Pb, Au, Ag, Mg, Al, Cr,
Mo, Sn, and Mn can be used in CNT formation.10�12

Many of these metals require activation through
oxygen.10,11 In addition, the use of ceramics as cata-
lysts began to emerge and include Si, Ge, and SiC.13 It
is worth noting that the use of SiC for CNT synthesis via
the high temperature decomposition of SiC requires
oxygen in the reaction.14 In addition, the use of metal
oxide catalysts10,15�17 is emerging as an attractive alter-
native to metal catalysts due to their potential integra-
tion with Si technology and easier removal from as-
produced CNT samples (purification). The catalytic
activity of metal oxides opens up a key question as to
whether the oxides, when used as supports for metal
catalysts in CNT synthesis, play an active catalytic role in
the formation of the CNT.

In this study, we investigate CVD-grown CNTs from
Fe and Co catalysts supported on alumina. Various stud-
ies, including detailed electron microscopy studies,
show the graphitic walls of the CNTs do not terminate
on the catalyst particle but lie outside the catalyst par-
ticle. They are observed to terminate on the alumina
support and align themselves with the lattice fringes
of the oxide support. Our findings point to nucleation
occurring through the metal catalyst particle while
growth apparently occurs from the alumina support
itself.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Numerous works highlight a strong correlation be-

tween the diameters of the catalyst and that of the re-
sultant carbon nanotube.8,16,18 In addition, at least for
iron catalyst nanoparticles, it has been shown that the
number of walls a tube forms increases with increasing
catalyst particle size.16 This study shows a similar corre-
lation between catalyst diameter and number of engen-
dered tube walls for Co, as found with Fe, and both

are illustrated in Figure 1. Our data are qualitatively

well-supported by the volume-to-surface area

model,16,19 in which the outer tube diameter and num-

ber of walls are dictated by the amount of carbon avail-

able from a carbon-saturated catalyst particle at the

point of nucleation. During nucleation, the available

carbon precipitates to form a hemispherical nucleation

cap (yarmulke).20 Once an initial cap has formed, con-

secutive caps form within the initial cap (squeezing the

catalyst particle) until the dissolved carbon is ex-

hausted. This process is dependent on the catalyst

volume-to-surface area ratio since the carbon availabil-

ity at nucleation is determined by the catalyst volume

while the carbon usage for cap formation is area-

dependent.

A critical issue is that once the initial caps have

formed (nucleation) where does the root of a growing

nanotube lie? In situ TEM studies show the root of a

growing nanotube can interface with the catalyst

particle.21,22 Other studies, although claiming growth

from the catalyst particle, provide some TEM images

that are not so clear, that they may even be interpreted

as evidencing the root of graphitic walls being at-

tached to the support.23,24 Recent TEM observations at

300 kV also suggest the root of a carbon nanotube can

lie at the oxide support as opposed to the catalyst.16 To

better determine the interface between the tube, cata-

lyst, and support, we implemented a series of studies

using low-voltage third-order aberration-corrected TEM

to study the roots of carbon nanotubes on a variety of

supports, namely, Al2O3, TiN, and graphite. The results

are striking and show that nanotube growth does not

always occur at the catalyst.

Figure 2 (left and middle panels) shows the root of

a multi-walled carbon nanotube grown on 10 nm Al2O3

on Si/SiO2. The Al2O3 film has been removed, and the

TEM image was acquired with the film perpendicular to

the electron beam. The concentric rings at the root

of the tube are seen to lie directly on the Al2O3 film,

and the catalyst particle clearly sits entirely in the core

of the tube. This is concomitant with previous studies

indicating the root ends of a MWNT lie outside the cata-

lyst particle, viz. the graphitic planes do not root on

Figure 1. Left panel: mean CNT outer diameter against catalyst particle size for
Fe (black) and Co (red). Right panel: mean number of walls versus catalyst par-
ticle size Fe (black) and Co (red). Dashed lines are a guide to the eye. All samples
were synthesized at 750 °C with cyclohexane as the carbon source (5 min) after
pretreatment in H2 (5 min).
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the particle. The catalyst particle itself is elongated and

resides in the core of the tube.16 Further studies with

cleaved Si/SiO2/Al2O3/CNT samples with the tube

growth oriented perpendicular to the electron beam

were also conducted. Of the observed carbon nanotube

roots, the images appeared to show the graphitic walls

merging into the support; however, we were unsuc-

cessful in obtaining clear images of the interface be-

tween the tube end and support. To overcome this

technical limitation, we grew the nanotubes directly

on �-Al2O3 nanoplatelets (i.e., the thin edge of the plate-

let is 100 nm or less for transmission). The catalyst par-

ticles, as with all experiments in this study, were depos-

ited via a gas phase deposition route.18 Figure 3 (upper

left and right and bottom left) shows typical carbon

nanotube growth on the nanoplatelets after being sub-

jected to a CVD reaction with cyclohexane as the feed-

stock. The CVD reaction results in the formation of

graphite-encapsulated (fully and partially) catalyst par-

ticles, carbon nanotubes, and few-layer graphene for-

mation (Figure 3 bottom right) on the surface of the

Al2O3 nanoplatelets. Catalyst particles on the thin edge

of the platelets which grow carbon nanotubes are good

candidates for providing cross-sectional TEM views of

the root of a carbon nanotube. An example of such a

view is presented in Figure 4. The micrograph shows an

elongated catalyst particle (Co in this case) residing on

the edge of an �-Al2O3 platelet (support). The lattice

fringes from the �-Al2O3 support are clearly visible. Gra-

phitic structures can also be seen to emanate from the

tip of the catalyst particle. However, more importantly

though, the outer walls of the carbon nanotube are

seen to align themselves with the lattice fringes of the

Al2O3, and it is clearly evident that the graphitic walls

connect directly with the Al2O3 crystal and not the cata-

lyst. The middle and right images presented in Figure

4 highlight the alignment of the graphitic walls with the

lattice fringes. The graphite lattice orientation is paral-

lel to the rhombohedral Al2O3 (100) lattice fringes. At

the interface boundary, the graphite wall spacing devi-

ates a little from the graphite lattice spacing (d0002g �

0.34 nm) so as to align with each second Al2O3 lattice

plane (d110 � 0.238 nm). In some instances, the graphitic

planes bend to align themselves with the Al2O3 lattice

plane. This bending behavior has been observed with

CNT/FeCo interfaces.21 The alignment of the graphitic

planes depends on the relative orientation between the

tube walls and the support crystal orientation. In Fig-

ure S1 (see Supporting Information), the alumina lat-

tice fringes again correspond to the (110) lattice plane.

The angle between the graphite walls on the left side of

the catalyst particle and the Al2O3 (110) lattice fringes

is 150°. For the most part, the graphitic walls anchor at

consecutive fringes. The alumina lattice fringes are at

30° to the alumina surface plane, and this leads to a

spacing at the surface between fringes being twice the

actual (110) lattice spacing (2 � 0.238 � 0.476 nm).

Hence, this is almost the same spacing as found with

the case illustrated in Figure 4, in which the graphitic

walls aligned with every second (110) lattice fringe. No

expansion between alumina lattice fringes toward the

surface is observed. Further, at the interface, the gra-

phitic planes bend to align themselves with the alumina

lattice fringes to varying degrees. This occurs in order

to compensate for the difference in spacing between

the CNT walls and the lattice spacing at the support sur-

Figure 2. TEM micrographs showing the root of a CNT residing on the surface of Al2O3 (after removal from the Si/SiO2 wa-
fer). The middle and right panels show the root at higher magnification. The graphitic walls reside on the Al2O3 support, while
the catalyst particle sits entirely within the core of the CNT. The right panel highlights the polygon structure of the outer
(larger diameter) CNT walls residing on the alumina surface. The inner walls are more circular.

Figure 3. TEM micrographs showing �-alumina nanoplate-
lets. Basal and side view (top left and right images, respec-
tively). The bottom left and right images show CNT and cata-
lyst particles on the nanoplatelet surface and few-layer
graphene on the surface, respectively.
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face while seeking to minimize strain energy. To under-

score the anchoring of the graphitic walls, it is worth

viewing the movie provided in the Supporting Informa-

tion. In it, a series of TEM images from the root shown

in Figure S1 are collated as a movie. The graphitic walls

of the CNT are seen to wiggle due to the electron irra-

diation; however, the roots of the graphitic walls at the

support interface remain steadfastly locked on to the

support.

It should be borne in mind that the presented micro-

graphs are 2D cross sections. In reality, the circular form

of each concentric root forming the CNT will adjust its

anchor point so as to minimize its strain energy and will

be dependent on the support crystal structure and ori-

entation, phase, and material. The process of minimiz-

ing strain energy can explain the polygon structure of

the outer walls (larger diameter) seen in top views of

the tube roots, as, for example, shown in the right panel

of Figure 2. In addition, the periodicity of the tube wall

alignment with the lattice fringes is sometimes ob-

served to be broken; that is, in cases with consecutive

alignment, a fringe might be skipped, or where fringes

were periodically skipped, a consecutive fringe would

be adopted as an anchor point. Again, this can be fully

explained in terms of minimizing strain energy due to

geometrical considerations.

The use of different non-oxide supports, namely,

TiN and graphite, leads to very different nanotube for-

mation. In both cases, few, if any, tubes with parallel

walls are obtained. Instead, the structures contain many

pockets stacked upon each other and often contain

catalyst material residing within various places along

their length. The structures appear disordered, and their

mean diameters and diameter distributions are signifi-

cantly larger than those from the starting catalyst par-

ticles (e.g., catalyst particles range � 4�12 nm, CNT di-

ameters on TiN range � 10�140 nm, and CNT

diameters on graphite � 10�80 nm). This indicates

the occurrence of coalescence. The obtained structures

are distinct from those found on the alumina support

in which the diameters and diameter distributions of as-

produced CNT match those of the starting catalyst di-

ameters (Figure 1). In addition, the produced tubes

form with parallel walls almost entirely along their

length, particularly when using Fe as the catalyst in

comparison to Co. The different morphologies obtained

from the different supports are shown in Figure S2 in

the Supporting Information.

The use of graphite as a support is particularly inter-

esting despite leading to the formation of disordered

carbon nanostructures, in agreement with studies by

Yacamán et al.25 The ease with which one can cleave

relatively few graphitic layers affords facile sample

preparations for TEM studies. This is seen in Figure 5,

in which a bamboo-like carbon nanotube is imaged at

various magnifications. The bamboo structure is clearly

Figure 4. TEM micrographs showing cross-section view of a CNT root at the support surface. The (Co) catalyst particle re-
sides in the core of the tube. The fringes at the base of the particle correspond to the (200) lattice fringes of cubic Co. The
outer walls of the CNT align themselves with the lattice fringes of the �-alumina nanoplatelet. The middle micrograph is a
magnification of the boxed region from the left micrograph. The right micrograph is a copy of the middle image with lines
added to highlight the alignment of the graphitic planes with the rhombohedral (110) lattice fringes of the corundum
support.

Figure 5. TEM micrographs showing a typical bamboo-like CNT grown on graphite (left and middle panels). The right panel
is a magnification of the boxed region in the middle panel and highlights the cap-like graphitic structures terminating out-
side the elongated catalyst particle.
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observed to have been formed by the stacking of cup
(or cap) structures. The root of the bamboo-like tube
shows an elongated catalyst particle, and most impor-
tantly, the ends of the cap-like structures forming the
tube lie outside the catalyst particle. They do not termi-
nate on the catalyst particle and highlight how cata-
lyst cap formation can occur externally to the catalyst
particle, which can then root to an appropriate support,
such as alumina.

The presented findings clearly evidence graphitic
nanotube walls rooted on oxide (alumina) supports as
opposed to the catalyst particle. The nanotubes grown
on alumina, in general, comprise parallel walls with few
structural disorders (e.g., pocket formation as obtained
in bamboo-like CNT). The tube diameters and diameter
distributions show a direct correlation with that of the
pristine catalyst particles for both Fe and Co catalysts.
CNTs grown in identical CVD conditions on TiN and
graphite have diameters that show no correlation with
the pristine catalyst particles, and no walls are observed
to root into the supports. The carbon nanostructures
are highly disordered and do not have parallel walls
with a hollow core. The ends of the bamboo-like or
stacked cup-like structures formed from catalysts resid-
ing on graphite allowed detailed TEM studies which
show multicap formation with the roots lying outside
the catalyst particle; furthermore, the catalyst particle it-
self is elongated.

Preliminary studies of ours using Fe catalysts indi-
rectly pointed toward oxide-driven growth of carbon
nanotubes. In those studies, the tops of the nanotubes
were capped, and the roots were open-ended and ap-
peared to reside directly on the substrate while the
catalyst particles were elongated and were observed
at various locations along the length of the nanotube.
All of these observations we also find when using Co
catalysts supported on alumina (see Figure S3).

The findings fit with the previously proposed
volume-to-surface area model,19 which states that for
supported catalysts the number of caps (and hence
walls) formed at nucleation depends on the available
carbon precipitating from the catalyst particle at nucle-
ation. Since encapsulation is unlikely due to the interac-
tion with the support, multiple caps will form. At this
stage, two possible scenarios can occur: the roots of the
caps lie at the catalyst particle21,22 or the roots lie exter-
nally to the catalyst particle, such that each time a new
cap is formed within the previous the catalyst particle is
compressed and elongated. In this later scenario, passi-
vation of unsaturated bonds at the end of the caps is
energetically favored. This can be achieved by anchor-
ing into an oxide support. Oxides are key components
for a variety of catalytic reactions, functioning directly as
reactive components or as supports for dispersed metal
species or as additives or promoters to enhance the
rate of catalytic reactions.26 Yet remarkably, in carbon
nanotube synthesis, their potential role is seldom pos-

ited beyond the strong interaction between the cata-
lyst particle and support which minimizes coalescence.

Since the presented data show that graphitic walls
from a carbon nanotube can interact directly with the
oxide support, it is worth considering what processes
may be active. The catalytic activity of oxide surfaces is
not fully understood; however, certain aspects are rela-
tively well-comprehended. For example, it is known
that defects are usually responsible for many of the
catalytic and chemical properties. This usually occurs
through point defects, steps, and kinks on oxide sur-
faces, and they have been shown to dissociate H�H,
C�H, C�C, CAO, and OAO bonds.26,27 Surface defects
can alter the reactivity of the surface or control the an-
choring of supported atoms or nanoparticles. Defect
sites on oxides in CVD reactions of the type used for car-
bon nanotube synthesis have previously been impli-
cated in the observed graphitic anchoring and forma-
tion with the graphitic layers formed on the crystalline
oxide particles shown to root at step sites.28 While it is
easy to envisage a step site serving as the active region
for graphene formation, it is less clear how a defect
site for a nanotube might occur. This is where the cata-
lyst particle provides a role beyond cap formation. The
periphery of the catalyst particle and the support in es-
sence form a circular (or polygon) defect on the sur-
face of the substrate. Indeed, the periphery in many
supported catalysts on oxides provides a key catalytic
active region. One of the most notable examples is the
heterogeneous catalytic activity of gold. It is usually
argued that the Au atoms at the interface between
the Au particle and the oxide are the active oxidation
centers (see ref 26 and references within). It is worth
remembering that the synthesis of carbon nano-
tubes via the decomposition of SiC requires trace
amounts of oxygen. Oxygen has been shown to ex-
ist at the surface of the SiC where the sp2 carbon an-
chors onto the crystal.14,29 The evidence presented
here shows a direct interaction between the gra-
phitic roots of a carbon nanotube and an �-alumina
support. On the basis of these findings, it cannot be
exclusively decided if carbon preferentially binds at
oxygen sites. However, the argument for oxygen is
compelling because oxygen is known to enhance
graphitization and activate catalysts in CNT
formation.10,14,30 Furthermore, as we have shown,
the use of non-oxide supports results in the forma-
tion of non-uniform structures. The need to replen-
ish oxygen at the substrate surface would offer an
additional explanation for the role of H2O in the su-
pergrowth of CNTs.31,32 For example, water reacts
very efficiently with Al-terminated surfaces on Al2O3,
where it dissociates, resulting in surface hydroxyl
groups (see ref 33 and references therein). It is also
well-known that oxygen centers are active in cata-
lyzing many organic chemistry reactions, such as the
Michael-type addition.
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CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have demonstrated the rational

synthesis of CNTs exhibiting roots anchored onto
�-alumina. At the roots, the alignment of the graphitic
planes depends on the support crystal structure, orien-
tation, phase, and strain energy minimization. Further

studies are required to clarify the nature in which the
graphitic planes anchor at the atomic level. The central
finding that graphitic structures interface with oxides
has serious implications because it paves the way for
both carbon nanotubes and graphene to be directly in-
tegrated into silicon technology.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The catalyst nanoparticles were prepared using an inert gas

condensation magnetron sputtering system. Fe or Co targets in
an Ar and/or He atmosphere were used.18 The catalyst particles
were deposited onto thermally oxidized silicon substrates with
10 nm Al2O3 surface layers or 100 nm TiN layers (Samsung), high
purity graphite (Goodfellows) or �-alumina nanoplatelets. To ob-
tain a priori information on the deposited catalyst particles, they
were simultaneously deposited onto carbon-coated transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) grids which served as witness
plates. The integrity of the witness plates was confirmed by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of deposited particles
on several Si/SiO2/Al2O3 substrates. The CVD syntheses were con-
ducted on a purpose-built horizontal tube furnace, in which the
furnace can be slid onto or off the reaction zone. The protocol for
the CVD reaction is as follows: Initially, the system is evacuated
to 1 mbar through a membrane pump. The particles are then re-
duced in dynamic hydrogen (40 sccm, 40 mbar) for 5 min at a
temperature of 800 °C. Thereafter, the system was again evacu-
ated, and then cyclohexane was introduced to a pressure of 50
mbar. The reaction was run for 5 min, after which the oven was
slid away from the reaction zone and the reaction chamber was
evacuated. The system was then cooled by flowing water over
the reaction zone until the temperature fell below 150 °C, after
which the samples were then removed for various analyses.
Structural and morphological information was obtained with
TEM on a third-order spherical aberration-corrected FEI Titan 80-
300 providing sub-angstrom resolution and operating at 80 kV
to minimize knock-on damage. AFM studies were conducted on
a Digital Instruments 3100 (lateral resolution �5 nm, vertical
resolution �1 nm).
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